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[image: A man gestures in front of the car in which three sons of Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh were reportedly killed in an Israeli airstrike in al-Shati camp, west of Gaza City on April 10, 2024.]
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Israel confirms killing of Hamas leader's sons, grandchildren in airstrike
















	




[image: President Joe Biden and Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida walk along the colonnade of the White House after a State Arrival Ceremony, April 10, 2024.]
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Biden hosts Kishida in official visit as US, Japan bolster defense ties








	




[image: FILE - Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelenskyy is welcomed by Switzerland's Foreign Minister Ignazio Cassis, Jan. 15, 2024, at Airport Bern Belp, Switzerland.]
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Switzerland to host peace conference on war in Ukraine, but Russia unlikely to attend








	




[image: FILE - General Christopher Cavoli, commander of the U.S. European Command, addresses media in Brussels, Jan. 18, 2024. Cavoli told Congress on April 10, 2024, that Ukraine will be outgunned 10-to-1 by Russia within a matter of weeks if Congress does not approve aid soon.]
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Top US general warns Ukraine on brink of being overrun by Russia








	




[image: Cho Kuk, center, leader of the South Korean Rebuilding Korea Party, and his party members react as they watch a local media's results of exit polls for parliamentary election on television at the National Assembly in Seoul, South Korea, April 10, 2024.]
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Exit polls show opposition gains in South Korean legislative election
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[image: U.S. Rep. Matt Gaetz, a Republican, speaks during a House Freedom Caucus press conference about the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act's reauthorization, on Capitol Hill in Washington, Feb. 13, 2024. The House rejected a bid to reform the act on April 10.]
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House lawmakers reject renewal of key US intelligence program








	




[image: FILE - The U.S. Department of Commerce announced on April 10, 2024, that the United States is restricting trade with five companies it said help provide drones for Russia and the Iran-backed Houthis.]
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US restricts trade with companies tied to drones used by Russia, Houthis
















	




Trump says Arizona's abortion ban goes 'too far,' defends overturning of Roe v. Wade








	




Generals: Proposal to move guardsmen into Space Force would ‘jeopardize’ national security








	




Undocumented Indian migrants chart new path to US via Canada








	




Biden administration imposes first-ever national drinking water limits on toxic PFAS 
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[image: Muslims attend the prayer of the first day of Eid al-Fitr, outside the iconic Haghia Sophia mosque in the historic Sultan Ahmed district of Istanbul, Turkey, Apr. 10, 2024.]
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Muslims worldwide celebrate Eid al-Fitr in shadow of Gaza's misery 








	




[image: FILE - A man carries a plastic bucket across the cracked bed of a dried-up pond in Vietnam's southern Ben Tre province, March 19, 2024.]
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UN climate chief warns humanity has 2 years ‘to save the world’ 
















	





Ukrainian civilians help build up their country’s drone fleet








	




Taliban leader stands firm on his Islamic governance in Afghanistan








	




Track and field gold medalists to receive $50,000 at Paris Olympics








	




EU lawmakers approve an overhaul of migration law, hoping to deprive the far right of votes
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[image: Chinese President Xi Jinping, right, shakes hands with former Taiwanese President Ma Ying-jeou as they meet in Beijing on April 10, 2024, in a bid to promote unification between the sides that separated amid civil war in 1949. (Xinhua News Agency via AP)]
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China’s Xi, former Taiwanese president push unification








	




[image: FILE - Chinese 100 yuan banknotes are seen in a counting machine while a clerk counts them at a branch of a commercial bank in Beijing, March 30, 2016. ]
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China’s credit rating outlook downgraded  








	




[image: FILE - Taiwan Navy Commander Tang Hua attends a ceremony of six Tuo Chiang-class corvettes in Yilan, Taiwan, March 26, 2024. During a trip to Washington this week, Hua said Taiwan wants more cooperation with the U.S. and other countries amid military pressure from China.]
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Taiwan’s Navy leaders seek cooperation with US at annual exposition
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[image: FILE - Israel Foreign Minister Israel Katz points at family members of hostages during a meeting at UN headquarters in New York, March 11, 2024. He warned Iran Wednesday not to attack Israel from Iranian territory, ]
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Israel warns Iran against attack 
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Gunmen kill 6 policemen in southeast Iran, media reports say








	




[image: FILE - The entrance sign of Evin prison is seen in Tehran, Iran, Oct. 17, 2022. As part of an Eid al-Fitr amnesty, Iranian authorities freed more than 2,000 prisoners, among them four conservationists who had been imprisoned for five years.]
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Iran frees 4 conservationists convicted of espionage
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[image: FILE - Foreign and local journalists attend the daily briefing at China's Ministry of Foreign Affairs office in Beijing, April 24, 2023.]
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Covering China brings surveillance, harassment, report finds
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World Elections 2024








	




[image: FILE - People walk near a high-speed train during its test at Halim station in Jakarta, Indonesia, Sept. 18, 2023.]
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China's Global Development Spending
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River at Risk: Searching for Solutions on the Declining Colorado River
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[image: The aftermatch of a bridge collapse that killed one and injured five in Vyazma, a city in Smolensk region, Russia, on April 8, 2024. (Russian Ministry of Emergency Situations/via AP)]
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X users palm off 2018 footage as recent Russia bridge collapse








	




[image: File Nigeria Students Kidnapped (AP Photo/Sunday Alamba)]
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Nigerian presidential adviser falsely claims Nigeria is safer than US
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Afghan poet falsely claims that Afghanistan's Panjshir is part of Iran
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VOA Connect: Community champions








	




[image: The Inside Story - A Free Press Matters, Countering Censorship | Episode 137 THUMBNAIL horiozntal]
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The Inside Story - A free press matters, countering censorship
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Border Crossings: Brian K. & The Parkway
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In their own words: VOA covering Ukraine
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Poll: Economy a top issue among US voters








	




[image: Turkey’s rapprochement with Israel stops as Ankara restricts trade]
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Turkey’s rapprochement with Israel stops as Ankara restricts trade








	




[image: Activists urge Nigeria to refuse Shell’s oil sell-off plans ]
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Activists urge Nigeria to refuse Shell’s oil sell-off plans








	




[image: New app helps Muslims find halal restaurants ]
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New app helps Muslims find halal restaurants








	




[image: Kenyan Muslims grapple with high prices as they prepare for Eid]
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Kenyan Muslims grapple with high prices as they prepare for Eid
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Burkinabe inventor makes new machines from old parts
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LogOn: Next-gen sensors taking previously impossible measurements








	




[image: In the United States, the two major political parties have been illustrated by a donkey and an elephant]
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How Republicans and Democrats got their animal symbols








	




[image: With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking]
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With $6.6B to Arizona hub, Biden touts big steps in US chipmaking
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